The sky is blue
The grass is green
The rose is red
Isn’t that true?

Lemon is yellow
Orange is orange
Wood is brown
Don’t you know?

Milk is white
Tar is black
Mix them up
And what have you?

Blue, green, red, brown,
Yellow, orange, black, white,
How many colours do you know?

One, two, three, four,
Five, six, seven, eight,
If to this, you add grey,
Nine colours, now you know.
1. Write the names of three colours other than those given in the lesson.
   (i) ________________
   (ii) ________________
   (iii) ________________

2. Find six colours in the grid given below. One has been done for you.

   U L O R B K R B P
   G Q W H I T E L W
   R X B C E F D U B
   E W B R O W N E D
   Y M L G G R E E N

3. Match the colours with objects. One has been done for you.

   leaves   sunflowers   apples   oranges   sky

   S.No.     Objects     Colour
   (i)      leaves       green
   (ii)      _______    red
   (iii)     _______    orange
   (iv)      _______    blue
   (v)       _______    yellow
4. Answer the questions given below. One has been done for you.

(i) What is this?
   Ans. This is a bird.

(ii) What is this?
     Ans. _______________

(iii) What is this?
      Ans. _______________

(iv) What is this?
     Ans. _______________

(v) What is this?
    Ans. _______________

5. Complete the sentences.
   (i) What is blue?
       Ans. ______________________ blue.

   (ii) What is green?
        Ans. ______________________ green.

   (iii) What is white?
        Ans. ______________________ white.

   (iv) What is black?
        Ans. ______________________ black.
6. Look at the pictures and solve the following riddles.

(i) I am an animal. I have four legs. I eat grass. I give milk. My name begins with ‘C’.
   Ans.__________________

(ii) I live in water. I can swim. My name begins with ‘F’.
    Ans.__________________

(iii) I am an animal. I have four legs. I eat grass. I run very fast. My name begins with ‘H’.
     Ans.__________________

(iv) I am an animal. I am small. I squeak. My name begins with ‘R’.
     Ans.__________________

7. Fill in the blanks with 'is' or 'are'.
   (i) My bicycle _____ red.
   (ii) These flowers _____ yellow.
   (iii) This ball _____ blue.
   (iv) His shirt _____ white.
   (v) Those apples _____ green.
   (vi) The rainbow _____ colourful.
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